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ABSTRACT: Narrow-band gap (NBG) Sn−Pb perovskites with band gaps of ∼1.2 eV, which correspond to a broad photon
absorption range up to ∼1033 nm, are highly promising candidates for bottom solar cells in all-perovskite tandem photovoltaics. To
exploit their potential, avoiding optical losses in the top layer stacks of the tandem configuration is essential. This study addresses
this challenge in two ways (1) removing the hole-transport layer (HTL) and (2) implementing highly transparent hydrogen-doped
indium oxide In2O3:H (IO:H) electrodes instead of the commonly used indium tin oxide (ITO). Removing HTL reduces parasitic
absorption loss in shorter wavelengths without compromising the photovoltaic performance. IO:H, with an ultra-low near-infrared
optical loss and a high charge carrier mobility, results in a remarkable increase in the photocurrent of the semitransparent top and
(HTL-free) NBG bottom perovskite solar cells when substituted for ITO. As a result, an IO:H-based four-terminal all-perovskite
tandem solar cell (4T all-PTSCs) with a power conversion efficiency (PCE) as high as 24.8% is demonstrated, outperforming ITO-
based 4T all-PTSCs with PCE up to 23.3%.
KEYWORDS: perovskite solar cells, narrow-band gap, parasitic absorption, IO:H transparent electrodes, all-perovskite tandem,
perovskite−perovskite tandem, low-band gap
■ INTRODUCTION
The state-of-the-art single-junction organic−inorganic Pb-
based perovskite solar cells (PSCs) with a certified power
conversion efficiency (PCE) of 25.5%1 are restricted to the
theoretical detailed balance efficiency limits (31−33%).2
However, tandem architectures composed of a wide-band
gap (WBG) top solar cell and a narrow-band gap (NBG)
bottom solar cell can overcome the detailed balance limits of
the single-junction PSCs. So far, most studies have focused on
pure Pb-based PSCs with wide-band gaps (∼1.6 eV) and their
application as the top subcell in perovskite/Si tandem solar
cells.3−7 However, by partially replacing Pb with Sn in metal-
halide perovskite absorbers, it is possible to tune their band gap
to lower values (∼1.2 eV) and design NBG PSCs to be used as
new candidates for the bottom subcell in tandem solar cell
configurations.8−15
Despite the shortage of studies, with recent advances, NBG
mixed Sn−Pb PSCs possess reasonable efficiencies
(∼20%).8−10,12,16,17 To date, all-perovskite tandem solar cells
(all-PTSCs) with certified PCEs of 25.4% (for four-terminal)9
and 24.8% (for two-terminal)10 have been promoted as a
possible solution to surpass the detailed balance limits of the
single-junction PSCs while benefiting from low-temperature
and low-cost fabrication methods. However, for attaining all-
PTSCs with efficiencies >30%, the NBG mixed Sn−Pb PSCs
are still required to provide efficiencies of at least 21−22%.
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Therefore, further intensive research efforts and new strategies
are desirable for improving the single-junction NBG PSCs.
To date, the ideal choice for the hole-transport layer (HTL)
of NBG mixed Sn−Pb PSCs are still under debate. Although
PSCs with inorganic NiOx HTL are very promising, they lack
reproducibility, given that the exact conditions of processing




amine] (PTAA), which are common organic HTLs used in
the p−i−n mixed Sn−Pb PSCs, have other shortcom-
ings.12,16,17,19,20 The interface between the PEDOT:PSS and
mixed Sn−Pb perovskite absorber was evidenced to cause
device instabilities and charge extraction deterioration after
thermal aging at 85 °C.21 Replacing PEDOT:PSS with PTAA
boosts the open-circuit voltage (VOC) with improved thermal
stability such that the PSCs maintain 80% of their initial power
efficiency after 4000 h at 85 °C.22 Despite the advances of
PTAA-based devices, the strong hydrophobicity of PTAA is a
big challenge that causes unwanted perovskite morphologies
and issues with device reproducibility.23,24 Furthermore, PTAA
degrades under prolonged ultraviolet (UV) light exposure
leading to an increase in defect density, and therefore, an
overall reduction in the charge carrier extraction.25 Moreover,
PTAA and PEDOT:PSS introduce unwanted parasitic
absorption loss in shorter and longer wavelengths, respectively,
which limits external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the
respective PSCs.26
Recently, PSCs without charge transport layers are proved to
demonstrate high performance.27 In particular, hole-transport-
layer-free (HTL-free) PSCs, with NBG mixed Sn−Pb
perovskite absorbers deposited directly onto indium tin oxide
(ITO), are realized to attain high PCEs.21,22,27,28 Prasanna et
al. reported on HTL-free PSCs with PCEs up to 16.4% (with
only ≈0.2% absolute drop in efficiency compared to less-stable
PEDOT:PSS PSCs) and 95% of their initial efficiency under
damp heat aging for 1000 h at 85 °C in air.21 Despite the lack
of selective contact, a VOC of 0.7 V and a high short-circuit
current (JSC) of 30.2 mA/cm
2 were observed.
Band bending at the ITO/perovskite interface has been
reported to efficiently facilitate charge extraction at this
interface even in the absence of a charge transport layer.27
The Fermi level of a mixed Sn−Pb perovskite material is above
that of ITO.21,27 One hypothesis is that the charge carriers
redistribute in the perovskite near the ITO/perovskite
interface to line up the Fermi levels across the ITO/perovskite
heterojunction at equilibrium. This results in an upward band
bending of the energy levels of the mixed Sn−Pb perov-
skite.21,27 As a result, a spatially electrostatic potential builds up
across this interface that extracts holes from the perovskite to
ITO, while blocking the electrons and therefore preventing
their recombination with holes in the ITO.27 The resulting
upward band bending rationalizes how HTL-free PSCs attain
high PCEs. Notably, simplifying the structure by removing the
HTL does not impede the stability of the PSCs, regardless of
the perovskite composition.21,29−31 Moreover, simplifying
device fabrication reduces the number of processing steps
and accordingly the fabrication cost, which is one of the
hurdles toward commercialization of this technology.32
Parasitic absorption loss in the near-infrared (NIR) region,
introduced by transparent conductive oxide (TCO) front
electrodes, is particularly disadvantageous for NBG mixed Sn−
Pb PSCs with NIR band gaps of ∼1.2 eV and a favorable
photon absorption up to 1033 nm. Thereby, it is essential to
exploit this benefit of NBG PSCs to potentially serve the need
for higher performance as a bottom subcell in all-PTSCs.
Hydrogen-doped indium oxide In2O3:H (IO:H) thin films
with high carrier mobility and NIR absorptance of only 2% are
ideal candidates for NBG PSCs and tandem configura-
tions.33,34 It has been successfully used in Si heterojunction
solar cells,35,36 CIGS solar cells,37,38 and in the top subcell in
perovskite/Si and perovskite/CIGS tandem configura-
tions.39−41 Moreover, IO:H is reported to have excellent
thermal and chemical stability for solar cell applications.38
In this work, we explore the potential of IO:H as a front
electrode for HTL-free NBG PSCs for the first time. We also
demonstrate that IO:H is not only as compatible as ITO for
HTL-free NBG PSCs but also a better choice since there are
fewer Sn4+ at the IO:H/perovskite interface. Furthermore, for
the first time, we report on the performance of four-terminal
(4T) all-PTSCs, for which both subcells (semitransparent top
and HTL-free bottom) have IO:H front electrodes. Comparing
ITO-based 4T all-PTSCs as a reference with IO:H-based 4T
all-PTCSs, we realize a significant improvement in PCEs from
23.3 to 24.8%. Optical characterization reveals that this
enhancement stems from a remarkably enhanced transmittance
of the semitransparent top and HTL-free NBG bottom
perovskite subcells.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In line with the literature,26 we show that PTAA, which is a
widely used HTL in NBG PSCs with p−i−n structures,
introduces unwanted parasitic absorption in the shorter
wavelength region and therefore leads to a reduced EQE.
Figure 1 exhibits spectrophotometric measurements for glass/
ITO/PTAA/air (red) and glass/ITO/air (dark gray). It is
apparent that coating ITO with PTAA (here 6 nm) results in
Figure 1. (a) Transmittance and (b) absorptance spectra of glass
substrates coated with ITO/PTAA, ITO (140 nm), fluorine-doped tin
oxide (FTO) (550 nm), and IO:H (230 nm).
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increased absorption loss and reduced transmittance mainly in
the wavelength range of 350−500 nm. Figure S1a illustrates
the layer stack of a PSC with an NBG perovskite absorber layer
of composition Cs0.025(FA0.8MA0.2)0.975Sn0.5Pb0.5I3, with a band
gap of 1.26 eV.20 We realize that the photovoltaic (PV)
performance of this stack with and without PTAA HTL is
comparable. A remarkable enhancement in the EQE responses
for shorter wavelength (≈350−500 nm) for the HTL-free
architecture results in an increase in the integrated JSC (by
≈0.5 mA/cm2) calculated from the EQE spectra (Figure S1b).
Above 500 nm, both devices show similar EQE responses
indicating that the quality of the perovskite thin film and the
interface is not significantly altered when deposited directly on
bare ITO. The current enhancement, which is attributed to
lower absorption in the absence of PTAA, is also observed in
the current density vs voltage (J−V) scans (Figure S1c), where
the JSC improves from 27.9 mA/cm
2 for the PSC with PTAA to
28.3 mA/cm2 for the HTL-free PSC. An improvement in the
fill factor (FF) is evidenced as well, which, as discussed earlier,
could be associated with favorable band bending at the ITO/
perovskite interface.21,27 We notice that the VOC of the HTL-
free PSC (0.798 mV) is comparable to that of a PTAA-based
device (0.811 mV). It is known that VOC and FF of PSCs are
closely related to the ratio of nonradiative and interface
recombination.42 Therefore, in agreement with the literature,21
we hypothesize that the band bending at the ITO/perovskite
interface helps in reducing nonradiative recombination at this
interface. Interestingly, removing PTAA is not detrimental to
the stabilized PCE (SPCE) as measured under maximum
power point (MPP) tracking conditions (Figure S1d).
Apart from the HTL, parasitic absorption in the NIR region
introduced by common TCOs such as ITO and fluorine-doped
tin oxide (FTO) is also disadvantageous, specifically for NBG
PSCs with a NIR band gap of ∼1.2 eV. Figure 1, presents the
spectral transmittance and absorptance of a glass/TCO/air
structure, for ITO (Luminescence Technology), FTO (Sigma
Aldrich), and IO:H (in-house sputtered, see Table S1 for
details)40 TCOs. IO:H with an improved transmittance in the
NIR region (700−1100 nm) demonstrates the lowest (<2%)
absorptance compared to that of commercial ITO and FTO.
However, optical analysis reveals an approximately overall
higher reflection loss for IO:H due to its higher refractive index
(n) compared to ITO and FTO; see Figures S2a and S2b. A
higher refractive index (n) of IO:H corresponds to a smaller
refractive index contrast between IO:H and the NBG mixed
Sn−Pb perovskite absorber layer, particularly at the band gap
(see Figure S2b; the refractive index demonstrated for the
mixed Sn/Pb perovskite agrees with the literature43). The
smaller refractive index contrast between the IO:H front
electrode and NBG mixed Sn/Pb perovskite is expected to
favorably reduce the Fresnel reflection loss at the IO:H/
perovskite interface. In agreement with the absorptance, the
extinction coefficient (k) is quite low in the NIR wavelengths
for IO:H, compared to ITO and FTO (Figure S2c).
Furthermore, the optical band gap (Eg) of IO:H is slightly
lower (∼0.1 eV) than that of ITO and FTO, as derived from
the Tauc plots (Figure S2d). This reduction in the band gap
should lead to only 0.1 mA/cm2 reduction in the JSC
(absorptance weighted with AM 1.5G spectra between 300
and 400 nm), which does not affect the performance of the
respective PSCs significantly.
The electrical properties of the TCOs are fundamentally
interlinked with their optical performances (see Table 1). The
reduced extinction coefficient (k) or, in other words, the low
NIR absorptance of IO:H is related to its significantly lower
charge carrier concentration (nc) because the free carriers
absorb photons mostly in the NIR wavelengths (lower
energies).40 The low charge carrier concentration (nc),
however, comes at a cost of low conductivity, accompanied
by a higher sheet resistance (Rsq) compared to the commercial
ITO and FTO (Table 1). However, remarkably high mobility
(μ) of IO:H maintains sufficient conductivity, compensating
for the low charge carrier concentration (nc).
The thickness (d) of a TCO electrode affects the optical and
electrical properties of the solar cell. Apart from higher
mobility (μ), a thicker layer can compensate for the low charge
carrier concentration (nc) and induce a desirable decrease in
the sheet resistance (Rsq ≈ 1/e nc μ d). A thinner layer, on the
other hand, might be beneficial for lower absorption, although
it leads to a strong increase in the sheet resistance (Rsq). We
previously performed semiempirical studies to determine the
thickness of IO:H that allows for an optimal balance between
optical and electrical losses.44 Based on our findings, the
optimum thickness of sputtered IO:H is more dominated by its
electrical rather than optical properties. Overall, an IO:H layer
with an optimum thickness of 230 nm simultaneously lowers
the sheet resistance and does not exhibit high parasitic
absorption in the NIR region. A shift in the maximum of the
interference in the transmittance and reflectance spectra of the
TCO layers is due to the inevitable different thicknesses of the
TCO layers.
On performing atomic force microscopy (AFM) in tapping
mode on the three different TCOs (Figure S3), we recapitulate
that IO:H has a surface roughness of only 1 nm, which could
enhance nucleation of the perovskite thin film. FTO, on the
other hand, has the highest surface roughness among the three
TCOs (15 ± 5 nm), which may be beneficial for better light
scattering at the TCO/perovskite interface. Moreover, we
characterize the crystallinity of the three TCOs using X-ray
diffraction (XRD) characterization (Figure S4a). In line with
the literature, ITO and IO:H TCOs are crystalline with
preferential orientation along their (222) planes,40 whereas
FTO is crystalline with a dominant orientation along its (110)
plane.45 The high crystallinity of IO:H observed from the XRD
measurements is indicative of larger crystallites compared to
the commercial ITO. An analysis on the XRD reflection peaks
of the TCOs (see the Supporting Information for details)
confirms that, compared to the commercial ITO, the in-house
sputtered IO:H layer possesses considerably sharper reflection
peaks with reduced full width at half-maximum (FWHM) and
larger crystallites (Table S2). This high crystallinity could be
Table 1. Layer Thickness (d), Optical Band gap (Eg),
Charge Carrier Concentration (nc), Sheet Resistance (Rsq),
Charge Carrier Mobility (μ), and Surface Roughness (Srms)
of the Front Transparent Conductive Oxide (TCO)
Electrodes: Indium Tin Oxide (ITO), Fluorine-Doped Tin
Oxide (FT), and Hydrogen-Doped Tin Oxide (IO:H)
TCO ITO FTO IO:H
d (nm) 140 550 230
Eg (eV) 3.95 3.99 3.87
nc (1/cm
3) 10.5 × 1020 10.5 × 1020 1.7 × 1020
Rsq (Ω/sq) 15 7 23
μ (cm2/Vs) 35.1 ± 3.9 36.3 ± 3.8 85.8 ± 1.2
Srms (nm) 3 ± 1 15 ± 5 <1
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associated with the post-thermal treatment, which crystallizes
the amorphous IO:H deposited at the time of sputtering.40
The high crystallinity of IO:H improves the IO:H/perovskite
interface and accordingly the charge transport at this interface.
We used the Scherrer equation for our analysis (see the
Supporting Information for details), which applies when
broadening in the FWHM due to microstrain can be neglected.
In general, substrates have an impact on the morphology and
the quality of the perovskite thin films, both of which influence
the performance of the respective PSCs.46 XRD measurements
(Figure S4b) detect two dominant peaks for the NBG
perovskite thin films deposited on ITO, FTO, and IO:H.
These peaks at 14.1 and 28.3° are, respectively, assigned to the
(002)/(110) and (004)/(220) planes of the tetragonal
perovskite crystal structure, independent of the three
investigated TCOs.47 The intensities of these two peaks differ
for different TCOs, denoting that the crystallinity of the
perovskite thin films is different. Sharper peaks in the
perovskite XRD patterns, which correlate with larger grains
as evidenced by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images
(Figure S5), indicate that ITO and IO:H are potentially more
suitable substrates for perovskite thin films with advanced
crystallinity, compared to FTO. The perovskite films deposited
on ITO and IO:H have slightly larger grains, and therefore,
fewer grain boundaries leading to reduced nonradiative
recombination, according to some studies.48−51
Apart from the quality of a perovskite thin film, which is
directly fabricated onto the TCOs in the HTL-free devices, the
impact of the TCO substrate on the interface of the TCO/
perovskite is also critical for high-performance PSCs.52−57
Here, we investigate three different sets of samples using X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to analyze the chemical and
electronic structures of the TCO/perovskite interface: (1)
TCO, (2) TCO coated with a thin NBG perovskite (≈3 nm),
and (3) TCO coated with a thick NBG perovskite (600 nm,
i.e., the nominal thickness) films, with ITO, FTO, or IO:H
TCOs. In the XPS survey spectra of these samples (Figure S6),
all expected TCO signals are detected and attenuated with
increasing perovskite thickness. The spectra of the thick
perovskite films on different TCOs exhibit all-perovskite-
related peaks, which are very similar indicating that the
influence of the TCO on the chemical structure of the
perovskite films is small.
The beginning of the growth of the perovskite on the TCOs
is analyzed using thin NBG perovskite films. For this, we derive
the thickness of the perovskite film from the attenuation of
XPS line of the TCO substrate assuming a perovskite film with
homogeneous thickness. As summarized in Figure S7, we find a
thickness of (2 ± 1) nm for the “thin” perovskite on ITO and
FTO. In contrast, the derived thickness for the IO:H substrates
is approx. twice as large [(5 ± 2) nm], which indicates a faster
or more homogeneous growth of the perovskite film on IO:H
and is consistent with the AFM results in Figure S3.
The spectral shapes of the XPS lines give us further
information on the chemical species present at the interface.
For the Sn 3d5/2 of all three thick perovskite samples (green
lines in Figure 2), we find a slight asymmetry, which can be
related to a small contribution from Sn4+.19 For ITO and FTO
(blue lines in Figure 2), the Sn 3d5/2 peak is found at binding
energies of 486.7 and 487.0 eV, respectively, while no Sn-
related intensity is detected for the IO:H sample. To analyze
the thin perovskite, we have tried to reproduce their Sn 3d5/2
signals (open circles in Figure 2) by a weighted sum of the
spectra of the respective TCO substrate and the corresponding
thick perovskite. We find that the spectra of the ITO/thin
perovskite and FTO/thin perovskite can be well reproduced
using this approach as shown in Figure 2. In contrast, the Sn
3d5/2 signal of the IO:H/thin perovskite sample cannot be
reproduced, as the Sn 3d5/2 signal of the thin perovskite
consists of only one spectral component indicative of an Sn2+
environment (while the substrate exhibits no Sn signal, the
thick perovskite exhibits Sn2+ and some Sn4+ signals). This
result suggests that the NBG perovskite on Sn(−O) free
substrate benefits from less oxidation at the beginning of the
growth, which could be beneficial for the stability of the solar
cells and possibly for the charge carrier transport.
To analyze the impact of the type of TCO on the band
bending changes induced by the TCO/NBG perovskite
interface, we determine the energy shifts of the most
prominent XPS core levels, which are exclusively present in
the NBG perovskite films (i.e., Cs 3d, I 3d, N 1s, C 1s, and Pb
4f). As seen in Figure S8, peak shifts between the thin and
thick perovskite layers are generally small. An exception is the
lower binding energy region in the C 1s spectra, where strong
spectral changes are observed that can be attributed to
different C species. Excluding this region, the average shifts of
all XPS levels are +0.06 ± 0.04 eV for ITO, 0.01 ± 0.03 eV for
IO:H, and −0.04 ± 0.04 eV for FTO, when going from the
thin to the thick perovskite film. This suggests that changing
the type of TCO has little impact on band bending in the
perovskite film. Overall, the XPS results suggest a faster start of
the growth of the NBG perovskite and reduced Sn4+ formation
at the IO:H/perovskite interface than with ITO and FTO.
Figure 2. Monochromatized Al Kα spectra (open circles) of the Sn
3d5/2 region of the thin narrow-band gap perovskite for IO:H, FTO,
and ITO substrate (from top to bottom, respectively). Fits (red) are
shown describing the spectra as a weighted sum of the substrate
(blue) and thick perovskite (green) spectra. Underneath each
spectrum, the residuum is shown in gray.
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Having demonstrated that the optical properties of IO:H are
significantly improved compared to the commonly used ITO
and FTO, we determine how they correlate to the PV
performance of the respective PSCs. As illustrated in Figure 3a,
we fabricate three sets of HTL-free NBG PSCs with a layer
sequence of glass/TCO/Cs0.025(FA0.8MA0.2)0.975Sn0.5Pb0.5I3/
phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM)/buckminster-
fullerene (C60)/bathocuproine (BCP)/silver (Ag), for which
the TCO differs from ITO to FTO and IO:H. Figure 3b−d
depicts the PV performance of the champion PSCs with
different TCOs. There is a clear improvement in the EQE
spectrum (Figure 3b) of the IO:H-based PSC over a broad
wavelength region ranging from 520 to 950 nm (band gap of
the mixed Sn−Pb perovskite thin film) compared to the ITO-
and FTO-based PSCs. This increase stems from the lower
parasitic absorption loss (higher transmittance) as well as the
reduced reflection losses originating from the increased
refractive index of the IO:H, as discussed earlier. The EQE
response of the FTO-based PSC shows an overall reduction
between 350 and 800 nm due to the high absorptance of the
FTO substrate in this region (Figure 1b). Overall, the
integrated JSC derived from the EQE responses (Figure 3b)
confirms an improvement from 27.5 mA/cm2 (for the ITO-
based PSC) and 26.0 mA/cm2 (for the FTO-based PSC) to
29.4 mA/cm2 (for the IO:H-based PSC). The J−V scans of the
same PSCs (Figure 3c) also exhibit an improvement in the JSC
values of the IO:H-based PSC by ≈2 and 3 mA/cm2 compared
to the ITO- and FTO-based PSCs, respectively. The high JSC is
indicative of effective hole extractions by the TCOs (ITO,
FTO, and IO:H) even in the absence of an HTL.
As discussed earlier, the higher transmittance of IO:H in the
NIR region stems from lower charge carrier concentration (nc)
(compared to ITO and FTO), which is accompanied by a
higher Rsq and therefore lower FF. This consequently affects
the overall performance of the IO:H-based PSCs despite their
significantly higher JSC. Statistical analysis is necessary to verify
a real improvement in the device performance after a given
change.58 Here, the J−V characteristics from 40 identically
prepared PSCs of each TCO shows slightly higher PCE for the
HTL-free NBG PSCs fabricated on IO:H substrates compared
to those fabricated on ITO (Figure S9). Although the JSC of
IO:H-based PSCs is higher than that of the ITO-based PSCs
by ≈2 mA/cm2, on average, the higher FF of the ITO-based
devices compensate for the lower currents. Moreover, for all
three TCOs, HTL-free PSCs generate reasonable VOC despite
the lack of a selective HTL contact. We speculate that the
missing HTL is not affecting the alignment of the energy band
at the TCO/perovskite interface significantly, as previously
shown for ITO-based devices in Figure S1. It should be noted
that FTO-based PSCs show severe hysteresis (Figure 3b) that
could be initiated by ion migration at the FTO/perovskite
interface.59 Table 2 summarizes the J−V characteristics of the
champion PSCs with different TCOs. As MPP tracking
measurements (Figure 3d) show, removing the HTL is not
detrimental to the SPCE of these solar cells with different
TCOs.
Figure 3. (a) Schematic of the layer stack, (b) external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra, (c) current density vs voltage (J−V) scans (the rate of
voltage sweep was fixed at 0.6 V/s in both backward (VOC → JSC; solid lines) and forward (JSC → VOC; dashed lines) scans), and (d) stabilized
power conversion efficiency (SPCE) from the maximum power point tracking measurements of the HTL-free narrow-band gap PCSs with
Cs0.025(FA0.8MA0.2)0.975Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 perovskite absorber layers deposited directly on commercial ITO, commercial FTO, and in-house sputtered
IO:H front electrodes. The measurement was performed under standard test conditions (100 mW/cm2, 25 °C).
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The performance of the bottom subcell in a 4T tandem solar
cell is correlated with the choice of the front and rear TCO
electrodes of the semitransparent top subcell. Here, we
fabricate semitransparent top PSCs on ITO and IO:H front
electrodes for use in combination with ITO- and IO:H-based
HTL-free NBG bottom subcells in 4T all-PTSC config-
urations. As illustrated in Figure 4a,b, the devices are
categorized as ITO-based and IO:H-based 4T all-PTSCs
with top and bottom subcells both deposited on ITO and
IO:H, respectively. A 165 nm sputtered indium zinc oxide
(IZO) layer (Rsq ≈ 60 Ω/sq) serves as the rear electrode of the
semitransparent top subcell in both stacks (see Table S1 for
the sputtering parameters). As shown in Figure S10,
spectrophotometric measurements conducted on glass/IZO/
air show that the NIR absorptance of this layer is very low
(<5%). According to the findings presented in our previous
study,44 the rear electrode of the top subcell in a tandem device
has a significant influence on the reflection and absorption in
the NIR wavelengths. Thin IZO rear electrodes result in high
NIR reflection and limit the PCE of the top PSC with a high
series resistance, while thicker layers reduce the tandem
performance due to high NIR absorption. Overall, a
combination of a 165 nm IZO rear electrode and a 230 nm
IO:H front electrode in the top PSC achieved the best trade-
off between the electrical and optical restrictions,40,44 which is
consequently used in this study.
The semitransparent top PSC has a triple-cation perovskite
absorber layer with a band gap of 1.62 eV and a layer sequence




fluoride (MgF2) (see the Supporting Information for more
details). A 10 nm buffer layer of MoOx is to protect the spiro-
MeOTAD against the ion bombardment during the sputtering
process of the IZO rear electrode. Moreover, as studied in our
previous publication,6 a thin film (165 nm) of MgF2 on the
rear electrode acts as an antireflection coating and enhances
the transmission of the semitransparent top PSC (in the
wavelength range of 700−1200 nm). We attribute this
enhancement to a gradual drop in the refractive index through
the layer stack of IZO/MgF2/air (2.0/1.4/1.0), instead of an
abrupt step, as in the case of the IZO/air interface.60
Figure 4c,d exhibits that, as expected, replacing the ITO
front electrodes with IO:H in both subcells results in an
increase in the JSC from 20.2 to 20.8 mA/cm
2 (for the
semitransparent top PSC) and from 28.5 to 30.5 mA/cm2 (for
the HTL-free NBG bottom PSC). The remarkably enhanced
JSC enables the IO:H-based PSCs to maintain PCEs of up to
19.0% (top PSC) and 17.3% (bottom PSC), compared to their
ITO-based counterparts with PCEs of 18.2% (top PSC) and
17.1% (bottom PSC). To evaluate the filtered NBG bottom
PSCs, we use ITO- and IO:H-based semitransparent perov-
skite filters on top of the NBG bottom PSCs with the same
front electrodes. The ITO- and IO:H-based semitransparent
perovskite filters (substrate area of 225 mm2) are fabricated
under identical conditions and have the same layer stacking as
the semitransparent top PSCs. The IO:H-based (ITO-based)
HTL-free NBG bottom PSC exhibits a PCE of 5.8% (5.1%)
when filtered with an IO:H-based (ITO-based) semitranspar-
ent filter. This improvement is a consequence of a boost in the
JSC from 8.5 mA/cm
2 (for the ITO-based NBG bottom PSC)
to 10.5 mA/cm2 (for the IO:H-based NBG bottom PSC)
when filtered by an ITO- and an IO:H-based filter,
respectively. Adding the PCEs of the top subcells to those of
the filtered bottom PSCs, we determine a significant
improvement in the PCE from 23.3% (=18.2 + 5.1%) for an
ITO/ITO 4T all-PTSC to 24.8% (=19.0 + 5.8%) for an IO:H/
IO:H 4T all-PTSC. Table 3 summarizes all of the PV
parameters of the top and bottom subcells and their respective
4T all-PTSCs. Moreover, the SPCE of the 4T all-PTSCs from
the MPP tracking for over 300 s (Figure 4e,f) is calculated by
adding the SPCEs of the top PSC and the filtered NBG
bottom PSCs. The IO:H/IO:H 4T all-PTSC attains an SPCE
of 23.3% outperforming that of an ITO/ITO 4T all-PTSC
with an SPCE of 21.9%.
Notably, the VOC of the ITO-based bottom PSC decreases
when filtered with an ITO-based perovskite filter. We explain
this observation by the logarithmic dependency of the VOC on
the light intensity.61 Under filtration conditions, particularly
using an ITO-based filter, the intensity of the light that reaches
the bottom PSC is reduced, which can potentially result in a
reduction in the VOC of the bottom PSC.
Regarding the optical performance of the semitransparent
top PSCs, we evaluated the absorptance, reflectance, and
transmittance of the ITO- and IO:H-based semitransparent
perovskite filters, as shown in Figure S11. As intended, the use
of IO:H leads to a significant increase in the transmittance and
a reduction in the absorptance over the NIR region, which
increases the share of the solar spectrum reached by the
bottom PSC. Notably, the device with ITO exhibits a strong
reflectance (∼10%) in this region (>900 nm) due to the high
charge carrier concentration (nc) of the ITO compared to
IO:H (see Table 1).
Furthermore, similar to the NBG bottom PSCs, replacing
the ITO front electrode with IO:H results in an overall
enhancement in the EQE spectra (accompanied by the
enhanced absorptance) of the semitransparent top PSCs
(Figure S11a) in the wavelength region from 500 nm to the
band gap (760 nm) of the perovskite. This enhancement in the
absorptance is enabled by the low reflection loss (∼5%) at the
IO:H/perovskite interface in this region (Figure S11b). The
EQE of the ITO-based bottom PSC when filtered by the ITO-
Table 2. Short-Circuit Current (JSC), Open-Circuit Voltage
(VOC), Fill Factor (FF), and Power Conversion Efficiency
(PCE) Derived from Current Density−Voltage
Characteristics, Stabilized Power Conversion Efficiency
(SPCE) from Maximum Power Point Tracking
Measurements, and JSC Values Integrated from External
Quantum Efficiency (EQE) Spectra of Champion HTL-Free
NBG PSCs with Different Transparent Conductive Oxide
Electrodes (ITO, FTO, and IO:H)
PV characteristics
scan
direction ITO FTO IO:H
JSC (mA/cm
2) backward 28.5 27.2 30.5
forward 28.3 26.8 30.4
VOC (mV) backward 804 768 787
forward 796 722 777
FF (%) backward 74.6 72.5 72.1
forward 66.3 57.5 61.7
PCE (%) backward 17.1 15.1 17.3
forward 14.9 11.1 14.6
SPCE (%) 16.5 14.7 17.0
Jsc (mA/cm
2) integrated from EQE 27.5 26.0 29.4
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based PSC (Figure S11d), however, is limited by two factors:
(1) the reduced NIR transmittance of the ITO-based top PSC
(Figure S11c) that suppresses the EQE at longer wavelengths
(around ≈870 nm) and (2) the reduced EQE of the ITO-
based NBG bottom PSC itself (Figure 3b) due to low
transmittance of its ITO front electrode compared to that of an
IO:H-based NBG bottom PSC.
Furthermore, we determine the performance of the ITO/
IO:H and IO:H/ITO 4T all-PTSCs by evaluating the
performance of the ITO- and IO:H-based NBG bottom
PSCs, while a semitransparent perovskite filter with the
opposite front TCO electrode is applied on top (see the
schematics in Figures S12a and S12b). From the J−V
characteristics, shown in Figures S12c and S12d, we realize
that the PCEs of both ITO- and IO:H-based bottom PSCs
improve in the case where the ITO-based filter is replaced by
the IO:H-based filter on top (from 5.1 to 5.6% for an ITO-
based bottom PSC and from 5.3 to 5.8% for an IO:H-based
bottom PSC). As expected, this improvement is a consequence
of the enhanced JSC and confirms that IO:H stands out as a
beneficial front electrode in both subcells, resulting in a boost
in the efficiency of the 4T all-PTSCs.
Further improving other PV characteristics of the IO:H-
based subcells, such as hysteresis and FF, will be the focus of
future studies. As mentioned earlier, the low charge carrier
concentration (nc) of the IO:H layer comes at a cost of high
sheet resistance (Rsq) that, according to our previous study,
41
leads to poor FF of the corresponding PSCs. Increasing the
thickness of the layer along with high charge carrier mobility
(μ) compensates for the low charge carrier concentration, and
therefore decreases the sheet resistance. Since there is an
optimum threshold for the thickness, depositing highly
crystalline IO:H layers with less grain boundary defects
leading to even higher charge carrier mobility is essential for
Figure 4. (a, b) Schematic cross-sectional images, (c, d) current density vs voltage (J−V) scans (from backward scan (VOC → JSC) at a fixed rate of
0.6 V/s), and (e, f) stabilized power conversion efficiency (SPCE) from maximum power point tracking measurements of the ITO- and IO:H-
based (semitransparent top and HTL-free bottom) PSCs, respectively. The measurement was performed under the standard test conditions (100
mW/cm2, 25 °C).
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reducing the sheet resistance and consequently enhance FF of
the corresponding PSCs. Introducing H2O vapors into a
chamber during the sputtering process, for incorporating an H-
donor into the In2O3 matrix, has been suggested to further
suppress the formation of grain boundary defects resulting in
highly crystalline IO:H layers with quite high charge carrier
mobilities and significant optical performance.33
Apart from high PV performances, all-perovskite tandem
photovoltaics have the potential for low material and
fabrication costs, in particular, because of the low-investment
deposition systems.62 Thereby, as will be discussed in the
following, the costs of a certain architecture should always be
considered along with the PV performance. Although replacing
the commonly used ITO front electrode with IO:H in both
subcells increases the PCE of our tandem solar cells
significantly by 1.5% (absolute), the associated costs remain
unknown as IO:H is not yet used in large-scale PV production.
A first rough estimate based on laboratory-scale prices of
sputter targets (see Table S3) suggests that IO:H electrodes
double the costs for the transparent electrodes. Moreover, the
architecture should be modified such that the NBG PSC is
processed in a substrate configuration. Otherwise, an addi-
tional back cover glass is required for the production of solar
cell modules, which would make the architecture economically
unfeasible due to a cost increase of around €10/m2.63 Thus,
architectures that require only two glass layers (a front glass
substrate and a back cover glass), such as monolithic all-
perovskite tandem solar cells,8,10,12,13 are desirable to prevent
unnecessary costs. Such devices, with a current record
efficiency of 24.8%,10 offer avenues for making low-cost
combined with high-efficiency all-perovskite tandem PV
technologies and should be the focus of further studies.
■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we compare the optical and electrical properties
of in-house sputtered IO:H with the commonly used
commercial ITO and FTO transparent conductive oxides.
IO:H shows significantly higher transmittance, especially in the
NIR wavelengths. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy indicates
that, in comparison with ITO and FTO substrates, the growth
of the narrow-band gap mixed Sn−Pb perovskite is faster on
the Sn-O free IO:H substrate and less Sn4+ formation at the
IO:H/perovskite interface occurs. Implementing highly trans-
parent IO:H electrodes with nearly zero parasitic absorption
(<2%), we design IO:H-based HTL-free PSCs with a narrow-
band gap mixed Sn−Pb perovskite thin film deposited directly
on the IO:H front electrode as well as semitransparent top
PSCs. The use of IO:H instead of ITO as the front electrode
enables us to fabricate IO:H-based 4T all-PTSCs with PCE as
high as 24.8%, outperforming the ITO-based 4T all-PTSCs
with a PCE of 23.3%. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first study on the IO:H-based all-perovskite tandem solar cells
as well as an HTL-free narrow-band gap perovskite solar cell
serving as the bottom subcell.
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